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Day 1 - Thursday, June 9th 
Dakipaya Danza - Fibre 
35' - Place du Marché aux fleurs 
(more informations p.9)

12:30 am - 01:05 pm 

01:30 pm - 02:45 pm Regional meeting with lunch - Only concerned by this: Asian continent
Catering Grand Jard

03:00 pm - 04:45 pm Visit of the National Center of Circus' Arts (CNAC) 

05:00 pm - 06:00 pm Les Armoires Pleines - Rotofil (translated to english with headphones)
60' - Parking of Centre équestre le Destrier
(more informations p.10)

06:15 pm - 07:30 pm La Débordante - Perikoptô (translated to english with headphones)
75' - Cité Tirlet
(more informations p.9)

08:00 pm - 09:15 pm La Sensitive - La Conf' ou comment est allé là-bas pour arriver ici
(translated to english with subtitles) 
75' - Salle Rive Gauche  
(more informations p.9)

09:30 pm - 10:00 pm Circo Aereo - Harbre 
30' - Jard anglais
(more informations p.7)

10:15 pm - 11:15 pm Bélé Bélé - Ourse (translated to english with headphones) 
60' - Complexe sportif Gérard Philippe
(more informations p.7)

11:30 pm - 12:15 pm Concert 
45' - Grand Jard 
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Day 2 - Friday, June 10th 

10:00 am - 01:00 pm "Walked to the artists" - Meetings 
Meeting point:  Passage Henri Vendel - Musée des beaux-arts et d'archéologie
We invite you to a walk through the city to meet artistic teams of theater and circus in
public space or in non-dedicated places. A concentrate of proposals that will allow to
approach in a different way some of the shows presented during the festival and that
will also highlight the work of non programmed companies. These exchanges will be an
opportunity to discover various artistic universes, at different stages of creation, with
the aim of taking a look at the plurality of current street theater and circus forms.

09:30 am Welcome coffee  

10:00 am Presentation of the show TRAIT(s) - Cie SCoM
Great painting gallery - Museum of Fine Arts and Archaeology 

10:45 am Presentation of the project INERTIE - Cie Underclouds 
Place du marché aux fleurs

Presentation of the project EXCITATION FORAINE - Cie Titanos
Place Foch

11:30 am 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1ZkWNP7j3FaFux6oewz5azMv7GYCI4sG_&ll=48.951162397278424%2C4.37121074999999&z=14
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1ZkWNP7j3FaFux6oewz5azMv7GYCI4sG_&ll=48.951162397278424%2C4.37121074999999&z=14
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pl.+du+March%C3%A9+aux+Fleurs,+51000+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.9560728,4.3615851,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47ebe083ce82805f:0x77d37bb9b4ac16f5!8m2!3d48.9560728!4d4.3637738
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Centre+%C3%89questre+Poney+Club+Le+Destrier/@48.9346026,4.3955128,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x777f3075420ad826!8m2!3d48.9346026!4d4.3977015
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cit%C3%A9+Tirlet/@48.9571894,4.3716581,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x94fe15e188dc57be!8m2!3d48.9571894!4d4.3738468
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Salle+Rive+Gauche+-+L'Entre-Sort+de+Furies/@48.9544461,4.3425313,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb9f2c4ec74c8964c!8m2!3d48.9544461!4d4.34472
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Salle+Rive+Gauche+-+L'Entre-Sort+de+Furies/@48.9544461,4.3425313,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb9f2c4ec74c8964c!8m2!3d48.9544461!4d4.34472
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B056'59.3%22N+4%C2%B021'23.9%22E/@48.9498014,4.3555409,18z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x53ea51c3cbee2013!8m2!3d48.9497979!4d4.3566352
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Office+municipal+des+sports+Complexe+G%C3%A9rard+Philipe/@48.9677167,4.3596948,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x1c7f4df0e2fa8cbd!8m2!3d48.9677167!4d4.3618835
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1ZkWNP7j3FaFux6oewz5azMv7GYCI4sG_&ll=48.951162397278424%2C4.37121074999999&z=14
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1ZkWNP7j3FaFux6oewz5azMv7GYCI4sG_&ll=48.951162397278424%2C4.37121074999999&z=14
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Passage+Henri-Vendel/@48.9563894,4.3629604,19z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x47ebe0822b5cfbb1:0xb0cd9ca33e6b3c1e!8m2!3d48.9564176!4d4.3628773?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Mus%C3%A9e+des+Beaux-Arts+et+d'Arch%C3%A9ologie+de+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.9563894,4.3629604,19z/data=!4m12!1m6!3m5!1s0x47ebe0822b5cfbb1:0xb0cd9ca33e6b3c1e!2sPassage+Henri-Vendel!8m2!3d48.9564176!4d4.3628773!3m4!1s0x47ebe0822ebd5cb3:0x6a1bb5089c465df!8m2!3d48.9564119!4d4.3639504?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Mus%C3%A9e+des+Beaux-Arts+et+d'Arch%C3%A9ologie+de+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.9563894,4.3629604,19z/data=!4m12!1m6!3m5!1s0x47ebe0822b5cfbb1:0xb0cd9ca33e6b3c1e!2sPassage+Henri-Vendel!8m2!3d48.9564176!4d4.3628773!3m4!1s0x47ebe0822ebd5cb3:0x6a1bb5089c465df!8m2!3d48.9564119!4d4.3639504?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pl.+du+March%C3%A9+aux+Fleurs,+51000+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.9560728,4.3615851,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47ebe083ce82805f:0x77d37bb9b4ac16f5!8m2!3d48.9560728!4d4.3637738
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Pl.+du+Mar%C3%A9chal+Foch,+51000+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne&ftid=0x47ebe0818320a50f:0x448400036c4be006
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11:00 am - 12:00 am Vous Revoir - Cha cha Chabelita 
60' - Grand Jard
(more informations p.7)

12:30 am - 01:00 pm Underclouds Cie - Inertie 
30' - Place du Marché aux fleurs
(more informations p.11)

Day 3 - Saturday, June 11th 

03:30 pm - 04:45 pm Plateforme - Seul.e.s (translated to english with headphones)
75' - Rue des viviers
(more informations p.10)

05:00 pm - 06:00 pm La Sociale K - In Bìlico 
60' - Grand Jard
(more informations p.9)

06:30 pm - 08:00 pm Amaranta - Molière ! (french speakers only) 
90' - Parking Chastillon, rue Chastillon 
(more informations p.6)

08:30 pm - 09:30 pm Galactik Ensemble - Zugzwang 
60' - Salle La Comète
(more informations p.9)

09:45 pm - 10:45 pm Juglair/Gueule - Dicklove (translated to English with subtitles)
60 ' - Grand Jard
(more informations p.8)

11:00 pm - 01:00 am Tout en Vrac - La Grande Séance
120' - Village du Grand Jard
(more informations p.11)

Régional meeting - Only concerned by this: European continent 01:45 pm - 03:00 pm 
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03:00 pm - 04:45 pm Regional meeting - Only concerned by this:  African continent
CNAC 

05:30 pm - 06:45 pm Bouche à Bouche - J'ai un vieux dans mon sac, si tu veux je te le prête
(translated to english with headphones)
75' - Place Notre-Dame en Vaux
(more informations p.7)

07:00 pm - 09:00 pm AlixM - BRECHES ou Faute de révolution nous appuierons sur la ville
(translated to english with headphones) 
120' - Place de la République
(more informations p.6) 

10:00 pm - 11:00 pm Projet D -  L'Appel Sauvage (translated to english with subtitles) 
60' - Place Foch
(more informations p.10) 

11:15 pm - 12:15 pm Concert 
60' - Grand Jard 1
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01:15 pm - 02:45 pm Regional meeting with lunch - Only concerned by this: American continent
Catering Grand Jard 

12:15 am Presentation of the project RESPIRE - Cie Les filles du renard pâle
Petit jard

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Le+Grand+Jard/@48.9522051,4.3563821,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb7ae831fbda732db!8m2!3d48.9522051!4d4.3585708
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pl.+du+March%C3%A9+aux+Fleurs,+51000+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.9560728,4.3615851,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47ebe083ce82805f:0x77d37bb9b4ac16f5!8m2!3d48.9560728!4d4.3637738
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1ZkWNP7j3FaFux6oewz5azMv7GYCI4sG_&ll=48.951162397278424%2C4.37121074999999&z=14
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1ZkWNP7j3FaFux6oewz5azMv7GYCI4sG_&ll=48.951162397278424%2C4.37121074999999&z=14
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'25.2%22N+4%C2%B021'33.6%22E/@48.9569999,4.3571402,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x2d42415061b47624!8m2!3d48.9569964!4d4.3593289
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'09.3%22N+4%C2%B021'31.9%22E/@48.9525967,4.3566627,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x7c2502cc43056754!8m2!3d48.9525932!4d4.3588514
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'16.3%22N+4%C2%B021'53.8%22E/@48.9545435,4.3644028,19z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xab61276a6f3676cc!8m2!3d48.95454!4d4.36495
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'16.3%22N+4%C2%B021'53.8%22E/@48.9545435,4.3644028,19z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xab61276a6f3676cc!8m2!3d48.95454!4d4.36495
https://www.google.com/maps/place/La+Com%C3%A8te+-+Sc%C3%A8ne+Nationale+de+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.956286,4.3616283,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x6b61771a066b5235!8m2!3d48.9562851!4d4.3638183
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'11.7%22N+4%C2%B021'32.7%22E/@48.9532555,4.3568907,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x14ade37794695aa9!8m2!3d48.953252!4d4.3590794
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'03.2%22N+4%C2%B021'28.2%22E/@48.9508866,4.3556538,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xff29a3023ffc668d!8m2!3d48.9508831!4d4.3578425
https://www.google.fr/maps/place/48%C2%B057'29.2%22N+4%C2%B021'49.7%22E/@48.9581177,4.3632517,19z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x169065d26870d757!8m2!3d48.9581142!4d4.3637989
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pl.+de+la+R%C3%A9publique,+51000+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne/@48.9553027,4.3605544,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47ebe081608ce173:0x4124ea8bf502aeb4!8m2!3d48.9553027!4d4.3627431
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Pl.+du+Mar%C3%A9chal+Foch,+51000+Ch%C3%A2lons-en-Champagne&ftid=0x47ebe0818320a50f:0x448400036c4be006


AlixM - BRECHES ou Faute de révolution nous appuierons sur la ville
120' - Place de la République (Festival's map:      ) 

How long will we continue to hatch revolutions?
Brèches/Breaches is a performance about collapsology with a wall of
sound as a scenography. This wall could represent the heart of a city,
a potentially walled humanity... In the heart of the public space, this
performance tries to tune our words and our rales with the
inconsequential melodies and noises of walls. Let's question the walls
everywhere, let's look for their vibrations, let's experiment their
springs... 
And who knows, maybe we are just hiding behind them!  

Amaranta - Molière !
90' - Parking Chastillon, rue Chastillon       -  french speakers only

Whether you are a scholar or an illiterate, the name Molière means
something, mainly in France, but sometimes even abroad. He is a
representative, a symbol of French culture. Even in places where he
has not been read much (if at all), he is associated with theater. One
can see a wig with a slight curl, one can see the gilding but also,
unfortunately, the dust.
In the more literate circles, we know his legend, but do we really
know his real life? Let's sweep away a few clichés, dust off the statue
and simply try to tell you his story and why he will remain through
time an outstanding artist.

Bébé Bélé - Ourse 
60' - Complexe sportif Gérard Philippe 

Ourse or a quest for beauty. 
Rather than talking about what beauty is, let's observe what beauty
does to us. In this review where texts, sketches, images, music,
dance, plastic arts follow one another... a bear will mark by her
presence and will sublimate the stage with as pretext, a certain idea
of beauty. Invited to stroll in the center of the game, the public will
be able to be embarked by propositions sometimes funny, poetic,
absurd or touching.
And this joyful allegory could blossom and perhaps Ourse, like
beauty, will teach us to love what we do not understand.
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Bouche à Bouche - J'ai un vieux dans mon sac, si tu veux je te le prête

75' - Place Notre Dame en Vaux       

In the area of 100 old people, 4 masters of ceremonies arrive to sing
about old age and to tell this countdown. It's a rocking and enjoyable
ritual where old age explodes the brain and good behavior and where
we fall into the heart of madness. One by one, they hold up the
comical and vital current of the last episode of life. 
This show in 7 acts is not a chronological narration, because time is
stopped and we always start from the zero point. This show opens 7
doors on old age, 7 surrealist scenes. The audience is part of this
joyful wandering, it represents and plays the gathering of old men
and women. It is a performative and participative scenario putting
into play our greatness and our decadence.

Circo Aereo - Harbre 

30' - Jard anglais       

Harbre is the second part of a trilogy, named Trilokia. Sitting around a
half-living, half-dead tree trunk, composed of multiple pieces of
wood bolted to the bark by man, as a last attempt to make it stand
and save it, the audience will witness the actions of a man trying to
recover the ancient methods of lumbering, transforming the craft
into a vertical physical act.
In a crime scene atmosphere, with metallic noises and raw white
light, Harbre questions this fragile balance between symbiosis and
exploitation of nature

Vous revoir - Cha Cha Chabelita 

60' - Grand Jard       

Saying hello and saying goodbye. Giving birth to spaces where the
farewell is not the end, but just an end of the cycle, where death is
the beginning of something, where everything fits if you pack well.
One, then two, then three, then four, then five women hoop and it
hits you. They claim, in a poetic and raw madness, the power to
create and destroy, to leave each other without pessimism, with a lot
of hope. All is not lost even if we turn in circles.
The hoop is fragile in the landscape of the circus, lead by many
presuppositions. Cha Cha Chabelita will not be a catalog of
everything that can be done with a hoop. It will be much more, a
secret rebellion, a challenge!
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Dakipaya Danza - Fibre 

35' - Place du Marché aux fleurs  

Fibre is a dive into the textile industry of yesterday, today and
perhaps tomorrow.
It is a parallel between the universe of the silk spinners and our
contemporary world, between humans and economy. In this rhythmic
duet, inspired by industrial mechanics, the contact highlights the
hardness of the work and the mutual aid that it gives rise to. The
dance finds its energy and its power on this barely perceptible and
yet so solid thread that is silk.

Juglair/Gueule - Dicklove 

60' - Grand Jard 

A mini-stage like a mini-track with in the center a chinese pole and a
pole dance. 
A man disguises himself as a woman when he is a woman. Or a
woman who is a man who wants to become a woman or even a
woman who decides that she is a man while playing the woman etc. A
mixture of the sexes to lose its feminine and its masculine. With the
indefinable as a leitmotiv, Juglair offers us a taste of freedom.
Freedom to be what you want to be. 

Make fun of stereotypes and let yourself be amazed. 
Play and be disturbed.

Galactik Ensemble - Zugzwang 

60' - La Comète, Scène nationale 

More than the circus itself, the starting point of this show is a current
reflection on man and his relationship with a hostile environment.
After their first piece Optraken, which already dealt with the ability of
bodies to move, this Zugzwang confronts the acrobats with the
imbalances caused by the movements of the set. Unstable and in
permanent transformation, this real play partner will force them to
adapt to avoid falling. 

Sometimes absurd, sometimes poetic, sometimes chaotic, these
situations depict the fragility of existence.
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La Sensitive - La Conf' ou comment est allé là-bas pour arriver ici 

75' - Salle Rive Gauche     

Reality is woven from our collective stories...
A voice, a woman posed there and a guinea pig without memory,
undertake to paint the portrait of our civilization and to accompany
the emergence of desirable worlds, in gestation. A conclusion without
appeal and with illusory emergency exits. 

Funny, lively and offbeat, La Conf' calls on us to sharpen our
sensibilities, to cultivate desires, to choose what we want to see grow
as futures under our feet, to write the future together, here and now.

La Débordante - Perikoptô

75' - Cité Tirlet      

Julia Dantec is an uneventful mother. 
One Tuesday in April, she falls into what seems to be madness and
commits a dramatic and incomprehensible act in a Pôle Emploi
agency. Philippe Dorgeval is a politician who has risen through the
ranks to become the youngest prime minister in the history of the
Fifth Republic. Caught up in the various affairs that have marked his
career, he will do everything to ensure that the case of Julia Dantec
does not inflame the country he is responsible for.
The mirror game between these two characters, could draw the
outline of a country on the verge of social and ecological rupture and
ask a question more than central: how did we get there?

La Sociale K - In Bìlico

60' - Grand Jard      

In Bìlico is a show about balance and its issues for three tightrope
walkers and a musician. Four characters find themselves in a
suspended place, as if placed at the edge of the world, where even
time seems to have stopped. They evolve in unstable balance on the
thread of their lives. A story of a forgotten humanity and of
individuals who have been locked up for too long in their solitude in
the face of this observation and who wonder how to console
themselves.
This choreographed show invites the spectators to project
themselves in a poetic reading of the situations staged on the wire;
echoing the ephemeral fragility of life.
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https://www.wordreference.com/enfr/tightrope%20walker


Plateforme - Seul.e.s

75' - Rue des viviers 

Urban theater piece, Seul.e.s takes us from building to building and
delivers a story that explodes the walls. A story that runs through the
streets, a story so close to us.
Five stops, at five feet of a building, to listen, receive, share a
poignant "comedy of life".

Interpreted by about twenty participants with their multicolored
strollers, this theatrical dance walk takes dreamlike turns at each
street corner. To make this social fact exist, which seems almost
insignificant, but behind which are hidden great delicate stories
mixing love, solitude, parenthood.

Projet D - L'appel sauvage 

60' - Place Foch 

It all begins with the story of a dog's return to the wild, in the harsh
context of the gold rush in Alaska at the end of the 19th century, but
little by little, actors and actresses, transformed by its evocative
force, will be interpreters of their own “wild part” and we will thus
return to fundamental questions.

Who are we, human beings, individuals, Westerners, to affirm that
our reading of the world is the right one, the only one, the just one?
Who is really the "savage"? 

Les Armoires Pleines - Rotofil 

60' - Parking Centre équestre le Destrier 

Rotofil asks the question of the weight of the land we inherit, the one
we cultivate. A transmission that channels injunctions, doubts,
misunderstandings and ruptures. Her voice mixes with the
testimonies of farmers, the drums are her beating drum, the live
scenography stretches her imagination. Anaïs embarks the spectators
in her intimate and family sphere, her questionings, dilemmas and
angers. She embodies a tension, she will have to choose. She invites
us into her landscapes.
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© Alejandra Romanyszyn Aguirre

© Claire Dietrich
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Tout en Vrac - La Grande séance 

60' - Village du Grand Jard     

The age of the sacred automobile, in the form we know it, is at its
twilight. The "Tout En Vrac" company is preparing a final tribute to
him, a funeral ceremony on the scale of this century of common
culture, a festive and furious catharsis to mourn him as quickly as
possible. La Grande Séance, 1 of the 3 parts of the evening show The
Last Drive In before the End of the World, invites you to an open-air
cinema session, the essence of the drive-in in the American
imagination, but at the "Tout en vrac" sauce! 

Expect this Drive In to go beyond the credits and give way to a fiery
concert under the rays of a faceted car...

Underclouds Cie - Inertie

30' - Place du marché aux fleurs     

A failed spinning top, like an empty volume abandoned to its circular
trajectory. But once in motion, something takes shape. In throbbing
convolutions, appears a geometric world, the Epure. Something
intangible is revealed. You have to try to grab it, but it's already gone. 

Two artists evolve on a sculpture that forces them to adapt their
bodies, to find new reflexes, to solve new problems and to detach
themselves from their favorite techniques from the wire of the
tightrope walker. The apprehension of this habitable mobile
structure will give birth to another vocabulary of circus, dance and
new games. In this poetic interpenetration of scientific data,
everyone will be the creator and spectator of something beyond
them.
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A F R I C A

Moussa KAFANDO
Director

Espace Rencontre Jeunesse – Festival des Arts du Cirque de Bobo-Dioulasso
DAFRA – BOBO-DIOULASSO

Together with

Moussa KAFANDO is the Director of the Bobo-Dioulasso Circus Arts Festival. He is also
the co-initiator of the circus dynamic in Burkina Faso and administrator of the Espace
Rencontre Jeunesse of Dafra. Finally, he is the President of the Regional Federation of
Circus Actors in Burkina Faso.

B U R K I N A  F A S O

Souleymane DIAKITE
Artistic Coordinator

Espace Rencontre Jeunesse – Festival des Arts du Cirque de Bobo-Dioulasso
DAFRA – BOBO-DIOULASSO

Souleymane DIAKITE is the Artistic Coordinator of the Bobo-Dioulasso Circus Arts
Festival. This festival is a platform for performances where traditional circus is mixed
with acrobatic, traditional and contemporary dance. He is also General Secretary of the
Regional Federation of Circus Actors of the Hauts-Bassins and co-initiator of the circus
dynamic in Burkina Faso. He is currently a member of the Bobo-Dioulasso Circus
Committee and Cultural Administrator.

C A M E R O O N
Abdoulaye OUMATE
Production Manager

CAPACMAPROC - Institut Français du Cameroun
YAOUNDÉ

Actor, director and Cultural Industries Engineer, Abdoulaye OUMATE has been the
Artistic Director and Administrator of several Theatre, Dance, Music and Photography
companies and groups in sub-Saharan Africa. He has actively participated and piloted
several large-scale cultural projects in Cameroon, Chad and Burkina Faso. He is a partner
and manager of CAPACMA-PROC (Pan-African consultancy firm, support and
management of cultural projects) 
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WHO'S WHO ? Zaher KAISS
Director

Eternity Association- Sarmada
BATLOUN

L E B A N O N

Actor, dancer, choreographer, Zaher KAISS is also director of the Eternity Association
which is an artistic and cultural non-governmental organization that supports theatre in
rural areas. He is member of the Syndicate of actors in Theater in Lebanon. 

Mustapha YAMOUT
Director

Beirut street festival – Zico House
BEIRUT

Mustapha YAMOUT directed the first street festival in the region in 2002 as Beirut
Street Festival. He is currently managing his foundation, the Cultural Center Zico House,
founded in 1995, where he initiates with his team similar street festivals in Lebanon.
The Zico House holds space for multidisciplinary projects like contemporary art
exhibitions, art residencies, civic hubs, food hub initiatives, as well as street festivals. 

E G Y P T Omar ELGAMMAL
Marketing & Communication Officer / Arts Facilitator

AFCA Arts Center
GIZEH

Since 2020 Omar ELGAMMAL is marketing and communication officer at AFCA Arts
Center, which is a cultural and arts organization based in Egypt focused on children's
development through arts and culture. He also participates in the programming of
Hakawy International Arts Festival for Children and is Theater director for children. 
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M O R O C C O Abdellatif BENNANI SMIRES
Production Manager

Shems'y Circus School of Salé
SALE - RABAT

After graduating, Abdellatif BENNANI SMIRES worked as production manager in a digital
agency that he co-founded, then he also worked as freelancer on various audiovisual
projects. He currently hold the position of production manager of the ENC Shems'y
(National School of Circus Shems) which trains circus artists and products shows.
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A M E R I C A

A R G E N T I N A
Leticia VETRANO
General Director

Festival Internacional de Circo Independiente 
BUENOS AIRES

Leticia VETRANO is an argentinean actress-clown and acrobat, graduated from the
school of Philippe Gaulier (Paris, France). Since 2015 she is founder and artistic director
of the Festival Internacional de Circo Independiente de Buenos Aires, and president of
the Cultural Cooperative Proyecto Migra, a platform for training, dissemination,
creation and production of contemporary circus, a reference in South America. 

B R A Z I L
Danielle HOOVER RODRIGUES COSTA

Director
Festival de Circo do Brasil

RECIFE

Graduated in Art Education and Digital Marketing, Danielle HOOVER RODRIGUES COSTA
has a LUNI company that has been working with cultural production in Brazil for 26
years. She participated in several meetings on cultural production and
entrepreneurship, and was an analyst for some Brazilian circus and theater public
notices - Sesc, Petrobras Cultural. She is curently director of the Festival de Circo do
Brasil.

WHO'S WHO ?
Kossivi AROUKA

Coordinator / Choreographer
Afuma

 ASSAHOUN

T O G O

Stilt-walker choreographer, Kossivi AROUKA supervises all the projects of Afuma, a
school that teaches the practice and technique of stilt-walking, from costume making to
festival organization. Trained in Togo according to traditional methods and techniques,
Afuma is a group of stilt walkers who have adapted their know-how to the different
types of performances used in contemporary shows in the world today.
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T C H A D Bonaventure MADJITOUBANGAR DJARIM
Artistic Director

Théâtre ELAN
N’DJAMENA

Bonaventure MADJITOUBANGAR DJARIM is an actor, cultural animator and artistic
director of the Elan Theatre Company. Graduated in Dramatic Arts in Burkina Faso, he
joined the theater school of the Burkinabe Theatre Workshop. During his stay in Chad,
with the Djamah-Afrik company, several projects were initiated, such as Mutations
Urbaines, about intercultural dialogue. He has conducted several theater workshops in
schools and children's centers and is currently exploring the world of the streets with all
forms of theater.
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C H I L E Antonio ALTAMIRANO FERNANDEZ
Director

Festival de Artes Cielos del Infinito
PUNTA ARENAS

Theater and film actor, Antonio ALTAMIRANO FERNANDEZ  is one of the founders of
the theater group “La Mala Clase”. He currently directs the group "Teatro Amplio". He
was considered among the 100 young leaders by El Mercurio magazine (2010). In 2008,
he created the Cielos del Infinito Arts Festival, the southernmost arts festival in the
world.

WHO'S WHO ?
Juliana MOREIRA

General Coordinator & Curator
Festival Mundial de Circo

RIO DE JANEIRO / BELO HORIZONTE

Juliana MOREIRA is currently the general coordinator and curator of the Festival
Mundial de Circo in Brazil, an international event held in Belo Horizonte and circulating
in several cities in the region. Since 2019, she is also president of CIRC (Centro de
Intercâmbio e Referência Cultural). 

Missy Pfohl SMITH
Director

Institute for the Performing Arts and Program of Dance and Movement
University of Rochester

ROCHESTER

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  O F  A M E R I C A

Choreographer, performer and collaborative artist, Missy Pfohl SMITH manages the
Program of Dance and Movement and the Institute for the Performing Arts at
University of Rochester and is artistic director for the collaborative company,
BIODANCE, based in Rochester. At the University, she also directs the annual
inspireDANCE Festival and the ARTs + Change Virtual Conference, bringing in artists and
performers for residencies and performances. She also serves on the Board of Directors
and Artistic Committee of the Rochester Fringe Festival.

C O L O M B I A
Luisa MONTOYA 

Director
La Gata Cirko

BOGOTA

Since 2003 Luisa MONTOYA, an anthropologist and circus performer specialized in
aerial techniques, is artistic codirector of La Gata Cirko which is the first independent
contemporary circus company in Colombia. She is also director of the circus school
program ¨Adrenalina¨ in Bogotá since 2014. At the moment she leads the programming
of La Gata´s Teatro Estudio.  
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http://www.cielosdelinfinito.cl/
https://twitter.com/BIODANCE1
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A S I A

A U S T R A L I A Olivia ANSELL
Director

Sydney Festival
SYDNEY

Olivia ANSELL is the new Festival Director of the Sydney Festival. Over two decades’
experience as a director, choreographer and performing artist, she comes to the role
after two and a half years as Head of Contemporary Performance at Sydney Opera
House. Voted one of Vivid Sydney’s Top 100 Creative Catalysts, Olivia possesses a vast
breadth of art experience, including roles as co-Executive Producer and creative force
behind the hugely-popular immersive experience Hidden Sydney; Artistic Director of
Sydney Comedy Festival at Sydney Town Hall;… 

Kinoshita MASAHIRO
Director

Strange Seed Shizuoka
TOKYO

J A P A N

Playwright and director of Strange Seed (the only street theater performing arts festival
in Japan), Kinoshita MASAHIRO also serves as producer and director of the non-verbal
performance unit THE ORIGINAL TEMPO that has performed since 2005 in S. Korea,
Taiwan, Singapore, the United Kingdom, Germany and other foreign venues. In 2021 he
also directed the opening ceremony of the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic. 

Natalia SOBRERA
Director

SODRE National School of Arts
MONTEVIDEO

U R U G U A Y

Natalia SOBRERA is the Director of the National School of Arts at SODRE in Uruguay. She
holds a Bachelor´s Degree in Psychology and continued her studies and work
experience in Cultural Management. She worked in art production and as a manager in
dance and in the National School of Arts since 2014. She was the executive director of
Montevideo Sitiada, a Festival of perming arts in non-conventional spaces. She also
worked at the International Festival of performing arts in 2019 organized by the
Ministery of Education and Cultura of Uruguay. 

Rydwan ANWAR
Head of the Theater

Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay
SINGAPORE

S I N G A P O R E

Rydwan ANWAR is programmer and producer for Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay in
Singapore. He leads a team of programmers within the theatre cluster, who work
closely with artists in theatre-based presentations, collaborations, and commissions.
The two main programming platform under his direction are The Studios, a season of
contemporary works and Flipside Festival which focuses on Circus, Physical Theatre, and
comedy.
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WHO'S WHO ?
Adjjima NA PATALUNG

Director
Bangkok International Children's Theatre Festival (BICTFest)

BANGKOK

T H A I L A N D

Adjjima NA PATALUNG is a curator and producer with backgrounds in theatre directing
and sculpture. Formerly based in London, where she acquired her postgraduate degrees
(MA in History of Arts at Goldsmiths College and MFA in Theatre Directing at Middlesex
University), as well as her artistic and professional developments, Adjjima’s work in
Thailand is an application of her inter-cultural experiences and interdisciplinary
knowledge. She founded Bangkok International Children’s Theatre Festival in 2016. She
also runs Arts on Location, a service which facilitates international exchanges through
performing arts practices since 2009.

Amanda MOUELLIC
Cultural Attaché

Ambassade de France en Corée
SEOUL

Together with

WHO'S WHO ?
Donghee CHO

Director
Seoul Street Arts Creation Center

SEOUL

S O U T H  K O R E A

Donghee CHO is currently the director of the SSACC (Seoul Street Arts Creation Center)
in the SFAC (Seoul Foundation for Arts and Culture). He worked in the Gwacheon
Festival for 5 years as team leader and in SFAC as director of Festival Team. Since the
SSACC opened in 2015, he has been planning and conducting various projects related to
street arts and circus, including creative support, education  and formation, distribution,
and international exchange.

Malar RAJAN
Assistant manager

National Heritage Board
SINGAPORE

Malar RAJAN is currently the assistant manager of the National Heritage Board in
Singapore, which focuses on the development of iconic places, festivals and stakeholder
management related to the protection of Singapore's heritage. 
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Petra NAJMAN
Production Assistant

Cirkorama
ZAGREB

C R O A T I A

Petra NAJMAN is currently studying in Flic Circus School. In addition, as assistant in the
production, she is working on a project "Solo but not alone" and in organisation of
Cirkobalkana Festival, organized by Cirkorama which is an association from Zagreb that
deals with the promotion and development of contemporary circus in Croatia.

H U N G A R Y

WHO'S WHO ?
Viktória SZANTO

Deputy Director & Dramaturg
Kabóca Puppet Theatre

VESZPREM

Viktória SZANTO has been the dramaturg of Kabóca Puppet Theatre for almost 10 years
and she is currently responsible for international relations as well. In the last two years
she was appointed to be deputy director and has more possibilities to draw the artistic
ars poetica of the theatre.

I R E L A N D Arantxa COLOME
Acting Head of Development and Fundraising

St. Patrick's Festival
DUBLIN

Originally from Barcelona, Arantxa COLOME has been living in Dublin for almost 20
years. She has a background in event and cultural management with a focus on
heritage. Her current role as Development and Fundraising Manager for the St Patrick's
Festival is to create partnerships and seek revenue streams while supporting new acts
and artists. The St Patrick's Festival is Ireland's largest annual national event.

E U R O P E

B E L G I U M Martine LINAER-GIJSEN
Coordinator circuswerkplaats & Programmer Theater op de Markt

Dommelhof
PELT

Martine LINAER-GIJSEN graduated in communication sciences in Brussels. She is
programmer of the annual festival Theater op de Markt and coordinator of the creation
center Circuswerkplaats Dommelhof. She is a former member of the Flemish
government's circus advisory committee. She is a frequent member of the jury of the
final exams of Codarts Circus Arts and acts as a mentor for young circus artists in
residence and artistic research at Dommelhof.
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Franco UNGARO
Artistic Director

Accademia Mediterranea Dell'attore- Tempora/Contempora
LECCE

I T A L Y

After directing Cantieri Teatrali Koreja of Lecce until 2016 and coordinating  numerous
projects of cultural and artistic cooperation with the European and non-European
countries, Franco UNGARO is currently artistic director of Accademia Mediterranea
dell’Attore and of Tempora/Contempora, the internation focus about the language of
the body in performing arts. In the past he was curator of the dance program Open
dance.

Boris VECCHIO
Artistic Director

Associazione Sarabanda
GENOVA

Author, actor and artistic director of festival of theater, circus and street theater and of
Sarabanda Cultural Association, the work of Boris VECCHIO is ranging from theater to
more innovative forms of physical theater and contemporary circus. His association
Sarabanda started in 1996, it is located in Genova, and it has the purpose to promote
Circus and Theater through the creation of live shows and education for public and
private institutions.

Gustavs NOLLE
Assistant of the project coordinator for international projects

Coordination center of cultural projects
LIEPAJA

L A T V I A

Gustavs NOLLE is currently an IB student of Klaipeda Lyceum. He has been a volunteer
at the different international cultural events in Latvia and Lithuania. Gustavs has been
the assistant of the cultural manager at the international EU project “Environment
manufactures” where his responsibility was to coordinate all the activities related to
the French street theatre groups “Des Quidams” and “Du O des Branches".

2

Paul FAHY is the Artistic Director of Galway International Arts Festival since 2005. He
worked as a freelance arts publicist and producer from 2000-2005. He studied art at the
RTC Galway. He was the Consultant Programme Director with Kilkenny Arts Festival
from 1999–2003 for whom he also directed and designed a major street theatre
spectacle. Since being appointed Artistic Director of GIAF the Festival has become a
producing-led festival forging close creative partnerships with Irish artists and
producers. Fahy has created eight immersive theatre installations with playwright and
director Enda Walsh collectively known as ROOMS. 

Paul FAHY
Artistic Director

Galway International Arts Festival
GALWAY
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WHO'S WHO ?

Ewa KWACZYNSKA-SIERRA
Organizer

Festival OFCA
OLESNICA

P O L A N D

Ewa KWACZYNSKA-SIERRA is one of the organizers of OFCA festival in Poland,
responsible for coordinating work of Infopoint Team and providing information about
street and stage performances as well as selling tickets and festival gadgets. She is also
responsible for the budgeting and decoration of the town during the festival, and
supporting OFCA Team on a daily basis.

Lukas ALSYS
Deputy for culture

Department of Culture, Science and Sports
Kaunas District Municipality

KAUNAS

Jonas PETKEVICIUS
Head of the Department of Culture, Education and Sports

Kaunas District Municipality
KAUNAS

L I T H U A N I A

PhD student in theatre studies Lukas ALSYS is deputy for culture and in charge of
culture policies in Kaunas district municipality. He is also a professional art critic and a
street theatre and circus producer. 

Head of the Department of Culture, Education and Sports in Kaunas District
Municipality Jonas PETKEVICIUS designs municipal culture development projects and
strategic plans. He leads the implementation of the cultural programs, but also
coordinates the organization of cultural activities and the dissemination of professional
art in the territory of the Municipality.

WHO'S WHO ?

Ilze ZARINA
Coordinator of international projects

Municipality agency Kuldiga Culture Centre
KULDIGA

In 2006, Ilze Zarina  graduated from Europe Diploma in Cultural Project management
with a scholarship from Latvia Culture Capital Fund. She has been an expert of the
Latvia State Culturecapital fund in 2016-2018. She is working as coordinator of the
international projects of KCC since 2012. She has important experience in the
management of the international cultural projects. 
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Milica BABIC
Educator, Graphic designer & Organizer

Cirkusfera
BELGRADE

SERB IA

Formally educated in the fields of music and visual arts, Milica BABIB later acquired a
diploma of the Moving Academy of Performing Arts. Since 2009 she has been working
as a freelance artist and educator, as well as event organizer and project manager in
numerous projects. She joined Cirkusfera in 2017, at first as an occasional performer
and educator, later taking on a role of a graphic designer and project manager, as well
as the assistant of the event organizer. At the moment, she is part of the project
Talentarijum (circus classes for children) and of the CirkoBalkana festival organization.

Edmond NICULUSCA 
Director

ARCEN
BUCHAREST

ROMAN IA

Edmond NICULUSCA is the creator of ARCEN, a non-governmental organization
dedicated to the protection of the built heritage of Bucharest. He has initiated projects
that promote urban life in the city, and has already saved several historical monuments
in the city. Moreover, he has also created one of the most effective alternative
education programs for heritage and civic engagement. From 2015 to 2017, he was part
of the Technocrat Government at the Cabinet of Ministers of Culture.

Elisa BERRIOZABAL
Production Director

Teatro Circo Price
MADRID

Elisa BERRIOZABAL is the production manager of Teatro Circo Price since 2012. She
studied journalism at the Universidad Pontificia in Salamanca and drama at the William
Layton Theatre Laboratory School in Madrid. She also studied production and
administrative management of live shows at the Centro de Tecnología del Espectáculo
in Madrid. She has been a drama teacher at the William Layton Theatre Laboratory
School in Madrid, as well as a journalism teacher. She currently teaches the circus arts
training module at the Centro de Tecnología del Espectáculo in Madrid.

SPA IN
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Daniel VILAR
Co-Director

Bússola
SANTA MARIA DA FEIRA

PORTUGAL

Daniel VILAR is a cultural and marketing manager, with a degree in Marketing
Management. His career reveals a special appetite for event and festival management,
with a focus on experience and immersive contexts. He is co-director of Bússola , an
organization that works in multidisciplinary domains in the cultural and creative market,
with the mission of supporting the planning and strategy of artistic and cultural projects
applied to the contemporary, focusing on the transnational dimension. He manages the
Outdoor Arts Portugal platform and coordinates the European project BETA CIRCUS.
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